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THE fiELDS PROJECT AT
CENTRAL_WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

fhe acrorn,rn htELDS stands for Higher EdUcation for Learning Disabl.'
ed Students It represents a model program funded for three years
(1980-1963) by the Fund for tie improvement of POSt Secondary Educa-
tion (FIPSE). a division of the Clepartnieht of Education. This project was
funded as a model fbi other coiiecp and universities that are preparing
to provide equal academic access for the learning diSabled students -

Project HELD$ had three majOrfbetiseS. The first was to provide such
access for the learning disabled student under Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. This we did for learning disabled students;
most of whom were admitted without modified requirements to Central
Washington University. These students were not provided remedial
classes: The were enrolled in classes with other college students. The
help that we g,lue was habilitative, rather than remedial. teaching them
how to cc-rnperisate for their weaknesses.

The habilitative training began with id-entification of those who were
learning disabled and included,- but was not limited to such supportser
vices as taped textbooks (provided th'rough the services of our Handicap-
ped Student Services Coordinator), reader-S. writers for tests, extended
time for tests.- pre - registration with advising to ensure a balanced
schedule, the teaching of study skills and tutoring by tutors from the
campus-wide tutoring program whb Were especially trained to tutor
leillning disabled Students-.

The second focus of the project was to give a core of twenty faculty
teaching classes in the basic and breadth areas a sensitivity to the
char:acteristicS of students who were learning disabled so that they could.
Modify their teaching techniques to include the use of more than one
Modality_ This ensured an acadeMicienViioninent conducive to learning
for the LD. The facdity members parti.cipated in monthly sessions which
featured experts in the field.of learning disabilities, and in the area of the
law (Section 04) that deals with the handicapped student and higher
education. There. were several sessions in which Central WaShington
University graduates and currently enrolled LD students shared their
viewpoints and experiences with the faculty members: As a result of this
some 'acuity members used the students as resource people in develop-
ing curricula for their various disciplines published in this series._

The third focus of the project was to make the university community
aware of the characteristics onearning disabilities and of the program at
Central. It also sought to encourage other colleges and universities to in-
itiate such programs.
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WHAT IS A LEARNING DISABLED STUDENT?
People with learning disabilities have handicaps that are -invisible.

Their disability is made up of multiple symptoms that have been with.
them since childhood. Many of them have been described as -dySlexics,'
but if they are categorized as dyslexic, this will be only One of their many
symptoms, as a sore throat is only one of the many symptoms of a cold.

Three concise descriptions of the learning disabled children are pro-
vided in Hallahan and Kauffman:

The National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children
(1968) proposed the following:definition, which was adopted by the
9Ist Congress:

Children with special disabilities exhibit a disorder in one or
more of the basic psychological processes involved in
understanding or in using spoken or written thinking, talking,
reading, writing, spelling, or arithmetic. They include condi-
tions which have been referred to as perceptual handitaps,
brain injury; minimaL brain dysfunction; dyslexia, develop-
mental 'aphasia, etc. They do not include learning problems
which are due primarily to visual, hearing, or motor haridicapS,
to mental retardation, emotional 'disturbance, or to en-
vironmental disadvantage.

Task_ Force II of a national project (Minimal Brain Dysfunction in
Children: Educational, Medical and Health Related Services, Filase
Two of a Three-Phase Project, 1969) wrote the following two defini-
tions:

Children with learning_ disabilities are those (1) who have
educationally significant discrepancies among their sensory-
motor, perceptual; cogniti__academic, or related develop-
mental levels which interfere with the performance of educa-
tional-tasks; (2) who may or may not show-demonstrable devia-
tion in central nervous system functioning; and (3) whose
disabilities are not secondary to general mental retardation;
sensory deprivation or serious emotional disturbance.
Children With learning disabilities are those (1) who manifest
an educationally significant discrepancy between estimated
academic potential and actual level of academic potential and
actual level of academic functioning as related to dysfunction=
ing in the learning process; (2) who may or may not show
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'iTerriOriStrable deviotion in-central nervous system functioning;
and (31 whose disabilities are not secondary to genera! mental
retardation, cultural, 4_e_nsory and/b; educational- deprivation
or environmentally produced serious emotional disturbance.'

Although the preceding definitions are concerriftd with children, the
Presidents Committee on Employment of 015 Haf'idicapped..in. their
booklet Lar-twig Disability: Not just a Problem Children Outgrow,
discusses LD adults who have the same.symptoms they had as children.
The Department-Of Educatior?, (Reference Hallahan E' Kauffman) says that
two to three percent of the total public school population are identified as
learning disabled and that there are ever fifteen million unidentified LD
adults in the United States, acknowledging, of course; that people with
this problem are not restricted to the United States but are found all over
the world.

We know that- many learning disabled persons have average.or above
average intelligence and we know that many of these are gifted. In their
company are such famous gifted people as Nelson Rockefeller, -Albert
Einstein, Leonardo da Vinci. Thomas Edison; Hans Christian Anderson;
Auguste Rodin; William Butler Yeats; and Gustave Flaubert.

The causes of learning disabilities are not .known, but in our -project
each of our identified learning disabled students shows either an unusual
pregnancy: (trauma at birth; such as delayed delivery, prolonged or dif-
ficult delive_ry)or premature birth. They Oftentimes have a genetic family
history of similar learning disability problems:

An exerpt from_ my Criterion and Behaniural Checklist for AdUltS With
.Specific Learning DisabilitieS has been included as Appendix A.

/s;-_MCS
6 June 1982
Ellensburg, Washington

'Darnel P Hall.ih.an_zad.J4rnes M.__Kauffman E.-Ace/if/um,/ Chdrtrrn (Englewood Cliffs, Nev.:
Jersec'. Pr-eritiCe Hail. 19781. pp. 121-122:



I. INTRODUCTION
1 lie poptilai it Psychology cif Adjustment couises hos increased

liornat I( ally ifl ft'' fIA ati titillitqltti hrivc bei tirnt<;iwaie of the
gyeci _ps\,chological surviNal skills in addition to techni, al skills; 1 he
ideas and concepts presented in adjustment courses are of special import-
ance to the learning disabled (LD) students. since their learning

contribute in many instances; to more extfny,ive problems in
,o-adernic sit ustfons than thnse faced hy, their nonLD peels.

It is my opinion that the f'sychology..o; Adjustment course can he one
of the r-Rost meaningf _(.1osses taken by any student.; and especially the
student with a learning disohility It is essential, therefore, to create situa-
tions within the contest ()I ine class that optimize the skills of the 1._Ds to
enhance their chances of gilt ing the most out of the class.

It is not iris intent to tell the reader hdi,Az to teach a university I vel
lass The basic techniques are presumed. This paper presents some sug

gc,i_ions for methods that ha., e plc-wen useful to inc in enabling tke LD
student to achieve at a meaningful leY0I.

f he old saying; If you'ce seen one, you've seen them all does riot ap,
ply' to students with learning disabilities. Ins-tructors_need to he aware of
th.e di\.ersity of problei-riS LB students encounter as they attempt to cope
with the tasks presented in a university class; There is a need to structure
and Lonc:uct the _class in a Monner that _provides for the LD student
without tilowiriy down or watering down the course. thus depre.ing the
rest of. the class of lear ming opportunities; I am convinced; however: that
most of the classroom techniciues and procedures I Use to better reach
the I D sti;erit will 0150 benefit the iat-her students.

II. GOALS-AND GENERAL APPROACH
I he" goals of ins course as stated in the -class overview (Appendix B)

provided students at the beginning of th0 quarter are not as specific as
they might be in a number of other university Classes: I could sum up my
approach to the adjustment class as an attempt to "stimulate thinking'.
rather than to advocate fixed practices.-

Some students already possess some of the interpersonal skills that
others are trying to develop. Some have had experiences that Contribute
to insights that ottr have not yet achieved. Through class-activities,

'small group participation; and individual study; students help each other
achrevea\xarer4ss,personal growth. and sensitivity to their own needs as
cell as the need's-Of-others.

My general approach to the class is one of structured informality,
with high interest and low anxiety, I make an effbrt to learn each
student's name early in the qii.artier. Attendance is stressed, since some
of the grade is based on participation and one cannot participate unless



p i g sent Hen without the H) 15 "7, of the grade attributed to participa
hon. them is a very hi(jh c_01 elation h-etween final grades and attendance.
The additional explanaitons provided in lectures and other classroom ac-
tiv ities ide r oncrete ampleS of theoretical models Presented by the
ti xt. heirs attendance-result., in better fest perfoimance.

'qty c la's presentations are intended to clarify. elaborate. and supple-
ment the text I use the chalk hoard extensively with oral presentations,
olittinin/j the material or writing key phrases on the board: I use case
.studies and daily Occurrences with Jrequent references to current events
and news items. tying in events students may have read abo it or heard
about Or watched on television. f make frequent references to areas
students ma \; have studied-in other- classes. such as Shakespeare s great
psvchiati !iescriptions of mental abnorrnalitie. the- personalities of
historical figures such as Kind George III or Herman Goering: or the in-
fluence on artistic creations as in the case of VanlGogh.

.elected films are used to present -concepts and illustrations of self
stress. values. adjustment problems: et c::-tand students are asked

to react to Ittenl.
Effort is made to present:material in a variety of ways with an approach

to moo-2 than one modality. i.e.. seeing heari9g: The learning of some LD
-,tudents is maximized by seeing the term asit is pronounced. This corn.
burred experience seems to provide- the LD student with better corn.
prehension than when seeing or hearing the term separately. Reports
horn LD students seem to support :this. as they say:it facilitates note
taking and memory functions. =

Students are free to sit whenever they choose but certain students are ;

nrooraged to sit nearer the front of the class if they appear to have-ciif.
1/ ficulk concentrating. Students who must both see and hear the words

.-irnultaneouslv to enhance understanding find it helpful to sit closer to
he front. Students who are easily distracted by miscellaneous classroom

activ it` the roay limit their attention to the instructor's presentation
also seem to find distractions diminished by sitting nearer the front.

Anottler method of keeping attention is to involve class members fre
aSkirt4 them to respond to questions, even if it is only a simpte

v es- or no response: i.e.: -How many of you read the article On...?"
.saw the news -...were in attendance at...?- A Sho Of hands

or verbal response draws their attention back to the discussion.

NIGHT GROUP SESSIONS
Class size ranges from 90 to 100 students. Student meet with the in.

structor four class periods a week, and meet in small groups one Oight: a
week for, 2 or 2' zhours.

Groups are made up of 11-12 students. with an effort made to balance
the group composition as to male/female ratio. Roommates and students
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IV. WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS
Shidents presented will asc study. film. or..ideo mptt shnwinij d

spec ifir problem nrit_ernil personal adjisttnent or t the
snuff-tits ore t_:-ten- it-ked to analvie the situation prtsented and suggest
thitorttp7,11 ..--nuru,ii<., in trims of the concept-i-fireing studied at Mat point
In the cla!-;

t.D students dace reported they feel their ideas ',ire not given much
Credibility because of their generally poor writing ability (i.e.. spelling.
grammar: etc.) Historically. in education. papers are wailed froni
±nark the mistakes orientation. In many instances, the ID student has

'found that the s4-oi ter the written response, the fewer errors made. cinfor-
turiately: with ant: appro'ach there is a poverty of content_ and it denies
theLD suident Heededateded experience. LID students haye
ttli,tted Id Me that knowing I give credit fbr gorid ideas and do not mark
'off for the specjfic writing problems they hate. allotis tliOn to Write With
less anxiety. with the result that they are willing to write considerably
more

While immediate feedback arid early return of student paper; is
clenetallY recommended. I do not return papers. The papers assigned are



i her ii (-MCC! ned with the student's ideas, personal thoughts, reac-
tions find expeiihirce5. Evaluation in terms of percent correct or letter
grade is ineaningles. Ihe student does get an appropriate number of
,kart, t(,Ward the final grade for completing the assignment, however.

Plot ietirining\ahe papers prevents a lot of -recycling- and alloWS the
:tott-rits to do their own thinking. Students have the opportunity to
(e. (CV. the:ir papers with the instructor if they wish: but they form their
own izo-Irdirsions as to the quality of the paper

f oeilhack c.ti.n the papers cornes as the instructor shares a range or sam-
pli. f rf:ddjon5 6blainectfrom class members as well as his own. In this
air' students get to share the ideas of others and compare-and eyaluate
the!i own thoughts and ideas. rather than the narrower view of students

and his comments back to the student.

V. EVALUATION AND GRADING
With all the teaching profession knows -about encouragement and

disrourage- -nt-as forces in learning, there.are some who.still use an ar-
hitrah; e.u! point on exam scores and label it

apprqach is based on total pornts and involves numerous.oppor-
unit les to -earn points. Test scores contribute approximately 50% of the

total points for.the average students. With five tests. each test is worth
At)nut I0-7, of ,he final gradeThis seems to do a lot toward lowering the

level for students-especially the LD who frequently has more
than usual test anxiety.

ED students take the same tests as Other students. but modifications
Brie permitted such as test readers; aid or modification in recording
answers (answering on the test booklet itself instead of recording
an-,werS on machine scannable answer sheets if transfer is a problem). ;
,ind ample time to finish the test.

My_goal. other than to stimulate study, is to sample the LD student's
krrOWlerige without contamination from the learning disability as far as it
iffects the ability to answer-the question. My tests are notdeSigned-tb see
lick many queStions a student can answer in a 50-minute class period._

Participation in group and written papers contribute the other 50% of
the grade: Thus: the LD student is provided with a variety of ways in
whir h is demoriStrate his SkillS and knowledge as far as grading is-con-
retried.

Authni S Address:

DarWin Goode Associate Professor of Psychology
426 Psychology Building
Crltral Washington UniVerSity
EllehSburg. Washington 98926
Phone: (5091 963-3630
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APPENDIX A
Criterion and Behavioral Checklist for Adults with
Specific Learning Disabilities

Short attentrori span

2 ReStlesSneSs.

3. Distractability. (The Stadent seems especially sensitive to sounds-or
Visual stimuli and has difficulty ignoring them while studying.)

4. Poor motor coordination. (This may be seen as clumsiness.)

5. Impulsivity. (Responding without thinking.)

6. Perseveration. (The student tends to do or say things over and over.
Mechanism -that says -finished does not work well.)

Handwriting is poor..(Letters will not be well formed, spacing be
tween words and letters will be inconsistent, writing Will have an ex
treme up or down slant on unlined page.)

Spelling is consistently inconsistent.

9. Inaccurate copying: (The student has difficulty copying things from
the chalkboard and'frorn textbooks; for instance, math problems
may be off by one or two numbers that have been copied incorrectly
or out of sequence:)

10. Can express self well orally but fails badly when doing so in writing.
In a few cases the reverse is

I I Frequently misunderstands what someone is saying: (For instance,
a student may say: "What?... and then may or may not answer ap-
propriately before someone has a chance to repeat what was said
previously.)

12. Marked discrepancy between what student is able to understand
When liStening or reading.

13. Has trouble with variant word meanings and figurative language.

14. Has problems structuring (organizing) time The person is fre7
quently late to class and appointments: seems to have no Sense of
how long a -feW minutes is opposed to an hour; has trouble pacing
self during tests:

14



Has problems structuring (organizing) space The student may
have difficulty concentrating on work when in a large; open area
even when its quiet; may over or under-reach when trying to put
something on a shelf (depth perception).

I o difficulty spacing an assignment on a page. e../1 . math problems
di e crowded tOgettlef

I 7. 'Thoughts ideas wander and/or are incomplete in spoken and writ-
ten language. Student may also have difficulty sequencing ideas:

18. ;Sounds A student's hearing'acuity may be excellent, but -when his
br lin_pioces.:es the sounds used in words. the sequence of sounds

he out of order: e.g., the stOdent hears :aminal- instead of
animal and may say and/or write the --aminol.-

10. Visual selectivity May have 20/20 vrsibn but when brain processes
visual information, e.g.. pictures; graphs, words, nuMbers, itudent
may be unable to focus visual attention selectively;. in other words;
everything from a flyspeck to a key word in a title has equal claim
on attention:

20. Word retrieVal problems the student haS difficulty recalling words
that have been learned:

21. Misunderstands nonverbal information. such as facial expressions
or gestures.

22. Very slow worker but may be extremely accurate.

23. -Very fast worker but makes many errors and tends to leave out
items.

24. Visual images 20/20 vision !gut rna_y_ see _things out of se-
quence, e.g,, "friSt" for "fit-St," "961' for '691." Or, a student may
see words or letters as if they are turned around or upside dcWn:
e.g., "cdg" for "cup," or "dub" for "bud," or,Z9" for '!L." for "7," etc.

25. Makes literal interpretations: You will have to have them give you
feedback on verbal directions, etc.

Judges books by their thickness because of frustration when learn-
ing to read.

27. Has mixed dominance: e.g.. student may be right handed and left
eyed.

15



28. Nlii(idific,-; ()Hick tempered. frustration.

26. Congot look people in the eyes and feels unconifort -able when talk
ing tii others.

_-)0. Has troublet:answerinq yes or no to questions.

StuderitS With specific learning disabilities which affect their perfor
mance in math generally fall into two groups:

I. Fhose students whose language processing ( input and output)
and/or reading abilities are impaired. These students will have
gieat difficulty doing word problems: however, if the problems
are read to them. they will be able to do them.

2 1 hose students whose abilities necessary to do quantitative think
ing are impaired. These students often have one or more pro-
blernS Such as the following:

Difficulty in_ visual-spatial organization and in integrating tibn-
Verbal Material. For example, a student with this kind of problem
will have trouble estimating distances distinguishing differences in
amounts. sizes, shapes. and lengths. Student may also have trouble
lobking at groups of objects and telling what contains the greater
amount. This student frequently has trouble organizing and sequen-
cing material meaningfully on a page.

Difficulty in integrating kinesthetic processes. For example, a stu-
dent will be inaccurate in copying problems from a textbook or
chalkboard onto a piece of paper. The numbers may be out of se-
quence or the wrong numbers (e.g., copying -6- for -5"). Problems
may be out of alignment on the paper. Graph paper is a must for
them.

C. Difficuity in visually processing information. Numbers will be
misperceived: "6- and "9,- '3' and "8- and "9' are often confused.
The student may also have trouble revisualizing. i.e.. calling up the
visual memory of what a number lookS like or how a problem
should be laid out on a page.

Poor sense Of time and direction. Usually. students in the second
group have the auditory and/or kinesethic as their strongest learn-
ing channels. They need to use manipulative materials accom-
panied by oraiexplanatrons from the instructor. They often need to
have many experiences with concrete materials before they can
move on successfully to the abs.tract and symbolic level of numberS.

1981 All rights reserved Myrtle ClydeSnYder
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APPENDIX B
PSYCH 205 - Psycho 1.c4y of Adjustment
GOALS:

The goals of this class are related to: but not limited to, the following:
To diSCOver more about oursetYe.s. - how we cope with challenges and
frustrations, how we attempt to attain our goals, how we deterrnineour
priorities, how we relate to one another (our biases and prejudices). how
We deal with theexpectations of ourselves and others, and how we deal
with success and failure. In other words. Who am I? Where am I going?
How am I going about it?

It is My hope that through ClaSS attendance. group _participation. and
your readings that you will develop additional insight into your -real
self. that through self-discovery you will enchance your ability to get
More out of We; and that through your study of the lives of others and
their methods of dealing with the adjustment problernS they encounter,
you will discover ways of dealing with your own problems and improve
dour relatronships With others.

To reach the above goals. q()I.4 will have to put some effort into the
encleayor!

Participation in group is an integral and essential part of the_ClasS If
k; u are unable to attend group on a full-time basis, please get in touch
With me immch.lit:41 to arrange a substitute assignment:

You are expected to study the material presented in the text. I will
discuss some of the points presented ih the text and claSS pieS-entat
and my case studies will relate to your readings. However. it is riot ray in-
tention -to reffaSh or d-upliCate the text. Test questions will deal mainly
\A, h the textbook material:

Papers written for this class should be. in essence: a personal corn
nibriican-cinfrOm you t6 Me. You might thinkof them as the things you
would tell me if V. t' were to sit down and talk in Onetb-nne
Hone of your pipers returned. The reason for this will be explain-
ed in claSs. if yoci haye difficulty understanding my reasons. I will he hap-
py to discuss it with your personally. I want you Id understand my phSilibri
on this matter.

[)o fin put our papersind-olders. covers, or jackets. They serve no
useful purpose for me. While I appreciate typed _papers. handWritten
papers are equally acceptable .so long as I can read them: I'm most in-
terested in your thoughts and ideas -please convey them_legibly.'

the basis for ybur final grade will also be discussed in cras. Again, if
you do trot understand rny explanation: or if you have some suggestions

feel hav conSidet-cible yalidity in your situation. please discuss this
with me as early in the quarter as possible My office hours are listed
belt

If there is anything about your particular situation that relates to the
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class arid your performance that you reel I shoeld know, please discuss it
with me as soon as possible in any case before finals week. That is
usually too late for either .of us to arrive at a constructive solution to the
probler*i.

EVALUATION: 5 exams all of equal value one approximately every 2
weeks. You are to make up any missed assignments or exams soon as it is
feaSible.

TEXTBOOK: Calhoun: PS-yetio/ocjii o/ Adjustment

Darwin J: Goodey, Ph. b:
426 Psycholo,, Building
Phbrie: 963-3630
Office Hours

(Other hours by appointment only
Schedule posted on office door)
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HELDS Project
Myrtle Snyder, Director HELDS
Educational Opportunities Program
Central Washington Uniyrsity
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
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